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Originally posted by: xxxx
I hope this finds you well. These are words I have recently been writing
more often than I wished for. Thank you for your messages of concern
too. We are all fine and have been working from home to prepare new
releases of Amiga Forever, Amiga Explorer and C64 Forever.
Amiga Forever and C64 Forever "R3" v. 8.3.5.0 have been released a few
days ago, consolidating fixes and improvements from the past four months
of early access versions into the best and most refined build ever. They
are packed with new features, and are ready for the latest Windows 10
version 2004 (due out this month).
If you have a prior version 8, you can update at no cost through the
Help/About dialog, or view more details in the Changelog tab. The
updated full installation package is also accessible from the Help/My
Downloads and Keys menu item.
If you do not yet have one or both version 8 packages, there has never
been a better time to upgrade, as we are offering the set of both
packages at the lowest price ever:
Amiga Forever & C64 Forever 8 "R3" Plus Edition Bundle
https://www.amigaforever.com/special/8e/
(EUR 9.99, includes VAT, special offer ends May 17)
This is a bundle of the latest downloadable versions for Windows at less
than half the usual price. It includes installers, ISO images, 10 years
of re-download guarantee from the ecommerce provider, and a free upgrade
to the next major version, should one be released in the three months
after the order.
We all know these are challenging times. I hope that our uninterrupted
work and this one-time offer can help provide an immersion in a new and
beautiful dimension, as well as being an educational opportunity to
introduce new family members and friends to the computing systems we love.
On our side, your support is appreciated more than ever as well. In
addition to our continued development work and hopefully some
long-awaited big Amiga news, we intend to further contribute with a
series of new open source releases on GitHub during 2020 and beyond.
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Here is the special upgrade bundle offer again:
https://www.amigaforever.com/special/8e/
Thank you again for being here, and feel free to let me know if you have
questions or suggestions.
Best regards,
Mike and Your Amiga & CBM Forever Team
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